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A Romulus Linney play will remind you of none you may have experienced before. Here is a sly, provocative intelligence capable of generating hilarity, stirring deep feelings, and dispensing disturbing truths in rapid order. Any comfort we take in his play’s realism is illusion, and often unsettled by intimations of unfettered possibilities, while somatic yearnings, uncertain identities, and webs of power struggle against distressing odds.

Unchanging Love simply may simply be a tale about greed versus innocence, but Linney is also saying something about the undeniable and underground role of nature, and the naturally eruptive power of forces that cannot be tamed with. We learn there is no rational argument that can assuage deepest feelings or hardly change them. There is the further implication that reason and reflection cannot alter the effect of a searing emotional experience after the fact of its occurrence.

Linney’s joyful command of language and vernacular, his Chekhovian breadth of character, his masterful comprehension of the human psyche, and his undeniable insight into fates of flesh and spirit, make this and other of his plays a feast for the senses. Pastake.

-Walter Rhodes
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